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Abstract
Resource discovery in large-scale Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks is challenging
due to lack of effective methods for guiding queries. Based on the observation
that the effectiveness of P2P resource discovery is determined by the
utilization of hints, i.e., a summary of where the resources are, scattered in
the network, in this paper we propose the distance-aware bloom filters
(DABF) that disseminate hint information to faraway nodes by decaying BFs
with different deterministic masks. Based on DABF, we design a novel
Collaborative P2P Search (CPS) mechanism, which supports intelligent
message behaviours including suspend, resume, terminate, move, reside,
dispatch, notify and order. The effectiveness of our proposals is
demonstrated through theoretical analysis and extensive simulations, in
which we observed a remarkable reduction in search latency over previous
approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing [1] has emerged as a milestone in
distributed computing. It enables large-scale sharing of resources geographically
distributed and belonging to unrelated administrative domains [2].
Efficient resource discovery in large-scale P2P networks is a challenging
problem. Early schemes such as flooding and Random Walk produce large
amounts of redundant messages and consume much bandwidth [3]. This has
motivated a lot of studies about bandwidth-efficient P2P resource discovery such
as Biased Random Walks [1], ARW [4], k-RW [5], and so on. However, all of
these proposals retain the “blind” nature of Flooding and Random Walk, and thus
suffer from a long delay problem in large-scale networks.
Intuitively, the efficiency of P2P resource discovery would be largely improved
if queries can be guided by some sort of hints. Recently a lot of “informed” P2P
schemes have been proposed. Examples include SQR [6], PlanetP [7], and
Attenuated search [8]. These schemes propagate hint information (i.e., a summary
of where the resources are) to guide queries, which is usually compressed based
on the bloom filters (BF) [9]. Clearly, the performance of “informed” schemes is
tightly coupled with the maximum distance (number of hops) that the hints can be
propagated, and within this distance queries can be effectively guided. However,
current P2P schemes can only propagate the hints in a very small neighborhood,
which apparently takes little effect in large-scale networks [6].
Based on the observation that the effectiveness of P2P resource discovery is
determined by the usefulness of hints scattered in the network, in this paper we
propose a novel structure called distance-aware bloom filters (DABF) and design
a DABF-based Collaborative P2P Search (CPS) mechanism for efficient P2P
resource discovery.
(i) To propagate the hints as far as possible with appropriate bandwidth
consumption, DABF divides traditional BF vectors into subvectors and
disseminates the fragments in a bandwidth-efficient manner. Here the term
“bandwidth-efficient” has two meanings. First, the subvector sent to a neighbor is
proportional to that neighbor’s available bandwidth, letting a more capable
neighbor receive a bigger chunk of the vector. Second, DABF sends only partial
information to each of its neighbors, which alleviates the problem of huge
bandwidth consumption in traditional BF techniques.
(ii) To effectively use the partial resource information propagated by DABF to
guide queries, we design a collaborative search algorithm, in which query
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messages aggregate the fragment hints scattered in the network and
collaboratively make intelligent decisions, e.g., whether the search in certain
regions should be enhanced, weakened or even terminated. By dynamically
adjusting the search according to the aggregated hints that may be too weak to
take effect separately at a single node, we realize high-performance, low-cost
search in large-scale unstructured P2P networks.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold.
• We propose a bandwidth-efficient structure (DABF) which can efficiently
propagate the hints far away in the network.
• We design a novel DABF-based search mechanism which enables the
collaboration of multiple query instances.
• We show through analysis and simulations that we achieve an order of
magnitude reduction in search latency over previous proposals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
preliminaries. Section 3 presents the design of DABF. Section 4 introduces the
DABF-based collaborative search algorithm. The theoretical analysis is presented
in Section 5, followed by extensive simulations in Section 6. Section 7 discusses
related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we first review the concept of basic bloom filters, and then present
a brief overview of our DABF-based solution for efficient P2P resource
discovery.
2.1. Bloom filters
Bloom filters (BF) [9] provide a technique for set membership lookups.
Specifically, given an n-element set S = {s1 , s2 , ", sn } , BF uses k independent
hash functions, hash1, hash2, …, hashk with the same value range {0,1, ", m − 1} ,
to describe S by an m-bit vector V. The calculation of V is as follows.
(i) For each element si ∈ S calculate the corresponding m-bit vector Vi . At the
beginning the m bits of Vi are all initialized to 0. Then the k hash functions are
evaluated over si, i.e., h1 = hash1(si), h2 = hash2(si), …, hk = hashk(si). And then the
bits in Vi indexed by hi, i = 1,2,…,k, are set to 1, which is denoted as Vi = BF(si).
(ii) Calculate the bitwise-or of all Vi: V = V1 | V2 | … | Vn.
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Let n = 2, S = {X, Y}, m = 10, k = 3. Fig. 1 illustrates the calculation of the BF
vector V of S.
Figure 1. Example of the bloom filter calculation.
To check whether an element x belongs to S, BF looks at the bits in V indexed
by hash1(x), hash2(x), …, hashk(x), and considers x in S if and only if all these bits
are 1.
By this means BF can “economically” record which elements belong to a given
set S. However, there is a certain rate that the judgment is wrong, which is called
false positive [9]. That is, for an element s ' ∉ S , BF might return a wrong
judgment that s' belongs to S. This is because all the bits in V indexed by hash1(s'),
hash2(s'), …, hashk(s') could be set by other elements. This error rate, denoted as
Perr, is given by:
k

kn
−
⎛
⎞
Perr = 1 − (1 − 1/ m )
≈ ⎜ 1 − e m ⎟ . (1)
⎝
⎠
where n, k, m are the number of elements in the set, the number of hash functions,
and the number of bits in a vector, respectively.

(

)

kn k

2.2. Overview: DABF-based hint dissemination and aggregation
Current BF-based schemes suffer from a high possibility of false positive due to
the large number of resources distributed in the network. To address this problem,
the main idea of our proposal is as follows: divide the hint information and
disseminate the fragments in a bandwidth-efficient manner (described later); and
aggregate the fragment information and make intelligent search decisions through
collaboration among multiple instances of a query.
Figure 2. DABF-based hint dissemination and aggregation.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of collaborative search. Let node A be the query
originator for resource X, and node H the resource host. Suppose that the hint
information is disseminated at most to nodes E, F and G. Intuitively, the region
near H must have stronger information than faraway regions (since during
information dissemination only partial information propagated after each hop). So,
when the query messages reach the informed nodes E, F and G, node A can
aggregate all the returned hints and decide which region is more likely to reach
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resource X, even if there is noise from node I. Then node A can rapidly and
efficiently find resource X by adding more query messages in the promising
region and weakening or even terminating the search in others.
3. DISTANCE-AWARE BLOOM FILTERS
The traditional BF technique, as well as its variations, propagates hint information
to all the direct neighbors indiscriminately. However, nodes in large-scale
networks might be quite different in many aspects, especially, the bandwidth.
This section introduces DABF, which divides a BF vector into subvectors to
disseminate the fragments in a per-neighbor bandwidth-aware manner, i.e., the
subvector sent to a neighbor is proportional to that neighbor’s available
bandwidth, letting a capable neighbor receive a bigger chunk of the vector. In
order to explicitly inform how far the hint originator, i.e., the resource, might be,
DABF uses a two-dimensional BF set where the column number denotes how
many hops the hint has been propagated through.
3.1. Two-dimensional BF set
Since hints are divided and disseminated according to the neighbors’ bandwidth,
the information strength is not always negatively correlated to the propagated
distance. Thus we cannot judge the distance to target resources only by the
information strength detected during the search. To address this problem, this
subsection presents the structure of a two-dimensional BF set. Node A maintains
for each of its neighbors ξ BF vectors. The value of ξ can be predefined by each
node according to its link capacity, i.e., the more capacity results in the greater ξ.
For a neighbor B of node A:
• The ith BF vector (1 ≤ i < ξ) represents the hints received from B and
originated by nodes i hops away from A;
• The ξth BF vector represents the hints received from B and originated by
nodes at least ξ hops away from A.
Besides the BF set, each node also maintains a traditional BF vector to
represent its local resources.
Each node publishes the hint information of its local resources, and propagates
and stores the hints received from its neighbors, which will be introduced in the
next subsection. During the propagation of hints, a node stores the received vector
in the corresponding element in its BF set according to (i) the neighbor from
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which the hint comes to decide the row number, and (ii) the number of hops that
the hint has been propagated through to decide the column number.
The main advantage of the two-dimensional BF set is that it explicitly denotes
the distance of the hint originator by the column number and thus reducing the
false positive possibility, compared with traditional BF techniques that have no
distance information. See Section 5 for details. For the sake of convenience, in the
rest of this paper we will use the following symbols:
• UPDATE(A,B,j): the update message that node A propagates to its neighbor
B. This message has passed j hops when it arrives at node A and j = 0 means
that A is the originator of this message.
• Mask(A,B): a binary mask that is used by node A to generate the subvector
for its neighbor B.
• <Mask(A,B)>: the number of non-zero bits in Mask(A,B).
• BLA: the bandwidth limitation of link capacity of node A.
Note that similar to most relevant studies [1],[6], this paper assumes that
bandwidth is the main factor that influences the propagation of hints. However, by
simply changing BLA into other attributes (such as computing or storage capacity),
the proposed DABF structure can also be applied to the corresponding limitations.
3.2. DABF propagation
Based on the fact that the bandwidth consumption is determined NOT by the
storage of BF vectors, but by the amount of propagated delta information, we
propose to divide and disseminate the hint information to each neighbor
proportional to the neighbor’s bandwidth. For the sake of convenience, we will
use an example topology shown in Fig. 2 to introduce our solution.
Let the number of bits in the BF vector be m. And suppose that some resource
is added to or deleted from a node A. The processing is as follows.
(i) Node A checks the BF vector of its local resource set. If there is no change
then nothing needs to be propagated.
(ii) Otherwise, node A computes the difference between the new BF vector and
the old one, by taking bitwise-XOR.
(iii) Node A computes si, the “fair proportion” for neighbor i according to the
bandwidth limitation:
BLi
, (2)
si =
∑ BL j
neighbors ( A )

where i = B, C, D, and neighbors(A) denotes all the neighbors of A.
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(iv) Node A generates binary masks Mask(A,i) for i = B, C, D, satisfying:
Mask(A,i) & Mask(A,j) = 00…0 for any i ≠ j; Mask(A,B) | Mask(A,C) | Mask(A,D)
= 11…1; and <Mask(A,i)> / m = si. For example, suppose that m = 10, sB = 0.2, sC
= 0.3, and sD = 0.5, then the binary masks might be: Mask(A,B) = 0011000000,
Mask(A,C) = 1000011000, and Mask(A,D) = 0100100111.
(v) Node A constructs UPDATE(A,i,0), the update message for i, by taking the
bitwise-AND between Mask(A,i) and δ ( BF ( A)) , preserving only proportion si of
A’s delta BF vector. Then node A propagates UPDATE(A,i,0) to i.
(vi) After receiving the update message, node i updates the first vector from A
in its BF set by taking bitwise-XOR of the old vector and UPDATE(A,i,0).
In order to reduce the bandwidth consumption, the actual propagation uses a
periodic cumulative update mechanism. In Fig. 2, for example, to update the
second vector from A of node D, node A first masks the received hints during the
period (Mask(A,D) & UPDATE(i,A,0), i = B,C), then constructs UPDATE(A,D,1)
by taking their union (bitwise-OR) and sends UPDATE(A,D,1) to D. Note that
when computing sD by (2) in this case, neighbors(A) denotes all A’s neighbors
except the one from which UPDATE(i,A,0) comes.
When a new node (for example, node E) joins in the network and becomes a
neighbor of node D, it can be regarded as a special case of the above update
process, in which the difference equals to the BF vector of node E’s local
resources set. And when a node decides not to share a resource any longer or it
leaves the network, the processing can be viewed as a counterpart of the node join
case, which is omitted here due to lack of space.
From the above process, we can see that there are two kinds of information
represented by an element in the BF set, namely, the hint strength (number of nonzero bits) and the hint originator distance (column number). If a node does not
receive updates from a neighbor for a period, it would consider that neighbor fails
and invalid corresponding elements in its BF set.
4. DABF-BASED COLLABORATIVE P2P SEARCH

In this section we first extend the concept of traditional “query messages” to
“intelligent units”, and then presents the details of the collaborative search
algorithm.
4.1. Units
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Query messages in most P2P networks can only be passively forwarded (with the
only exception that the messages periodically “ask” the query originator whether
the target is found and they stop if the answer is yes). EDBF [6] and PST [24] use
decaying bloom filters to realize hint information propagation. As shown in Fig.3,
in EDBF a node decays the received BF vector by a predefined, unified decay
factor before propagating to neighbors. During the search, the query is forwarded
to the neighbor having the maximum amount of information. However, according
to ref. [6], the informed neighborhood in this method is small, i.e., the hint
information out of the informed neighborhood would be too weak to be
distinguishable from random noise.
Figure 3. EDBF hint dissemination.
To address the problems of EDBF and PST, we extend the concept of the
passive messages and propose active “units”. In the rest of this subsection we will
explain the improvement compared to traditional routing massages.
Suppose that a unit (say, M) arrives at an intermediate node (say, node A). Then
the active behaviors of M include:
(i) Suspend, resume and terminate: We say that M is suspended at node A if A
temporarily holds M without forwarding; that M resumes its search if node A
continues the forwarding; and that M terminates if node A discards M.
(ii) Move, reside and dispatch: We say that M moves from A to B and M is a
moving unit if node A forwards M to a neighbor B; and that M resides at A and
dispatches sub units and M is a residing unit if node A forwards M to multiple
neighbors. The use of residing unit is to aggregate the hints obtained by its sub
units.
(iii) Notify and order: A moving unit periodically notifies its parent of its
obtained hints, and a residing unit periodically notifies its parent as well as sub
units of its aggregated hints. Note that the notify behavior needs the moving unit
to carry address information (e.g., the IP address) of its parent. A residing unit
may order its sub units to execute behaviors like suspend, resume and terminate.
The order behavior can be implemented through acknowledgements when sub
units notify their parents. As introduced before, in the publishing phase the hints
are divided into subvectors and disseminated to different neighbors, making only
partial information available at each node. So, when a unit arrives at an
intermediate node A and asks whether a neighbor N should be taken as the next
hop to reach the target resource x, we cannot simply answer “yes” or “no”, but can
only return a value representing the possibility.
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Let the BF vector of resource x be U and let the jth vector from neighbor N of
node A be V. The similarity between resource x and vector V, denoted as Ω( x, V ) ,
is defined as the vector product of x and V (normalized by V) [6]. Clearly, the
higher similarity between x and V indicates the higher probability of reaching x
through N after j hops.
4.2. Searching algorithm

The basic idea behind our collaborative search algorithm is rather simple:
Aggregate the hints obtained by different units and judge which region is more
hopeful, then dispatch more units to the promising region to accelerate the search,
and suspend or even terminate search in other regions to cut down the message
cost.
Let the target resource be x. Suppose that a unit arrives at node A and its parent
unit resides at node P, which are referred to as UA and UP respectively. Define
Max(A) = Max Ω found by UA. (3)
The CollaborativeSearch algorithm at A is as follows.
(i) UA computes Ω between x and each BF vector in node A’s BF set by (3),
then concludes the local Max(A) and notifies its parent UP.
(ii) UA chooses a subset of neighbors {N} satisfying
Ω( x,V ) ≥ α × Max( P) , (4)
where V is the jth vector from neighbor N of node A and α ≤ 1 is a predefined
fault-tolerant parameter. UA dispatches a sub unit to each node in the subset. If the
subset is null then UA would move to the neighbor with nonzero Max(A). If
Max(A) = 0 then UA moves to a randomly chosen neighbor.
(iii) UP aggregates the notifications from all of its sub units as well as parent to
update Max(P) and notifies the new Max(P) to them including UA. UA reexamines
the conditions as discussed in the above Step (ii) and chooses the subset again. If
UA has been suspended and the new subset is not empty then UA will resume its
search by dispatching a sub unit to each node in the new subset; and if some node
in the old subset is excluded outside the new subset then UA will order the
corresponding sub unit to suspend.
(iv) As discussed in Section 3, besides the similarity between the elements and
the target, the column numbers of elements represent the distance from possible
target resources. Let the column number of the element with Max(A) be jmax, then
UA dispatches a sub unit UN to each neighbor N satisfying
Ω( x,V ) ≥ Threshold , (5)
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where V is the jth vector from neighbor N (1 ≤ j < jmax) and Threshold is a
predefined parameter.
(v) UN chooses the maximum value of j satisfying (5) as its TTL. UN is used to
check whether x can be found after j hops through neighbor N. If N has at least
one neighbor V satisfying
Ω( x, V ') ≥ Ω( x, V ) , (6)
where V and V' are respectively the jth and j'th vectors from neighbor N (j' < j),
then UN will move (or dispatch sub units) to node V, and the following processing
is similar to the case at node A in Step (i).
(vi) Otherwise it indicates that UN cannot reach x and thus UN would terminate
its search immediately.
In this procedure, the sub units and parent units use local aggregation to ease
the burden of the query originator, and all the units utilize a periodic and
cumulative communication pattern between each other to reduce the overall traffic
in the network. Let k be the number of hash functions. Suppose that the degree of
node A is d and the number of columns in the BF set is c. Then the average time
complexity of this algorithm is Ο ( k × (d − 1) × c ) .
Let gMAX denote the maximum similarity with the target resource that has been
obtained by all the units. By (3) it is easy to see that gMAX roughly indicates the
minimum distance to the target from all units, i.e., a higher gMAX means some
unit is closer to the target. Similar to traditional BF techniques, however, since the
computation of similarity might be affected by noise, there is certain possibility
that false positive errors occur. See next section for detailed analysis.
(vii) Clearly, the collaborative search algorithm takes no effect when the
possibility of false positives is high. To address this problem, we utilize two
similarity thresholds Th1 and Th2 (Th2 < Th1) and divide the search process into
three phases.
(vii a) When gMAX ≥ Th1 we consider that the hint information is dominant to
the noise and the unit obtaining gMAX (say, unit M) should be very close to the
target resource. So, we can suspend all the units except M to reduce the message
cost.
(vii b) Similarly, at the beginning when gMAX < Th2 we consider that the noise
is dominant to the hints and all the units are very far from the target resource,
which means the CollaborativeSearch algorithm is not efficient. For this phase,
we propose the following AccelerateSearch algorithm. If after consecutive λ hops
gMAX is still less than Th2, then each unit obtaining the top-k similarities with the
target will dispatch γ sub units. λ is referred to as search acceleration period.
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This process is stopped when gMAX is greater than or equal to Th2 and all the
units with similarity less than µ × gMAX will be ordered to terminate.
(vii c) If Th2 ≤ gMAX < Th1, we consider that the hints are competitive with the
noise. And the CollaborativeSearch algorithm is adopted in this phase.
We will show through evaluations in Section 6.3 that the above mechanism
effectively controls the total number of units as well as the message cost for
collaborations between units.
5. ANALYSIS

This section first proposes a simplified analytical model, and then analyzes the
DABF error rate and CPS routing performance.
In order to handle the uncertainty and complexity of unstructured P2P networks
in our analysis, we propose a reasonably simplified analytical model. In the ideal
design, at the beginning of the search if after consecutive λ hops gMAX is still
less than Th2, then each of the units that obtain the top-k similarities will dispatch
at most γ sub units. In contrast, in the simplified model each of the top-k units
dispatches sub units to all the direct neighbors except the one it comes from. We
will show the effects of the simplified model by comparing the analytical result
with the simulation result in Section 6.
CPS may make wrong judgments when choosing the forwarding subset S at an
intermediate node A. Suppose that neighbor N is the correct next hop, i.e.,
neighbor N is on the shortest path to the target resource among all the neighbors.
There might be two types of errors when choosing S:
• If S contains neighbors besides N, we refer to it as type-I error; and
• If S does not contain N, we refer to it as type-II error.
As discussed in the above section, the units in wrong directions can quickly
discover the error and terminate their search at the price of a modestly increased
number of messages, which will be evaluated in the next section. So the type-I
error is subordinate. We will evaluate the total cost of CPS for searching an object
(thus including the extra cost of type-I error) through simulations in the next
section. On the other hand, the type-II error may result in an obvious increase in
search latency, thus it dominates the type-I error.
Note that similar to other unstructured P2P networks [4],[5],[6], by (1) there is
always a false positive possibility when deciding whether the target x belongs to
node A. To address this problem, CPS first computes the similarity by (3), and if it
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equals to 1 then the query originator would directly contacts with A to make the
final decision. This case is simple and thus being omitted here.
In the rest of this paper we will use the (type-II) error rate to represent the
efficiency of CPS routing, the definition of which is as follows.
Definition 1. At an intermediate node A that is i hops away from the target, the
error rate is defined as the possibility that a type-II error occurs.
If a type-II error occurs it is referred to as failed routing, otherwise it is referred
to as effective routing.
Given a neighbor N of node A, we use p to denote N’s link bandwidth
proportion among the neighbors of A, i.e.,
BLN
, (7)
p=
∑ BLi
neighbors ( A )

where neighbors(A) denotes A’s neighbors which receive the BF vector.
Clearly the same target x has the same denominator, so we can use only the
numerator to represent the similarity with x of each element in the BF set. This
subsection will analyze the influence of noise on the jth BF vector V from
neighbor N of an intermediate node A, i.e., the number of non-zero bits that are
indexed by the k hash functions in V due to noise.
For any node U, the expected number of non-zero bits in the BF vector of local
resources hosted by U, denoted as w, is given by:
kg
−
1
w = (1 − (1 − ) kg ) × m ≈ (1 − e m ) × m . (8)
m
Let Si denote the expectation of the total number of non-zero bits which are
caused by the resources hosted by nodes i hops away from A. Since there are ξ BF
vectors in each column, each BF vector in the ith column has Si / ξ uniformly
random non-zero bits. We use the random variable Yi to denote the number of
non-zero bits that are indexed by the k hash functions in V due to noise. Let Ρ( y )
denote the probability that the value of Yi is y, where y is a non-negative integer
no greater than k. Then
(kgq i −1 ) y (m − kgq i −1 ) k − y
Ρ( y ) = Cky
. (9)
mk
Suppose that the hints of target resource reach node A through its neighbor B
after h hops propagation. If h < ξ the information is stored in the hth vector (V)
from neighbor B of A’s BF set; otherwise it is stored in the ξth vector from B.
The probability that a bit indexed by k hash functions in V is non-zero, denoted
as r(h), is composed of two parts.
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The first comes from the target resource h hops away with the probability:
h −1

ρ = ∏ p j . (10)
j =1

And the second comes from the noise with the probability kgq i −1 / m . We use
the random variable X to denote the number of non-zero bits that are indexed by
the k hash functions in V (h < ξ) or V' (h ≥ ξ). Let Ρ( x) denote the probability that
the value of X is x, where x is a non-negative integer no greater than k. Then we
have
x

(1 + ρ ) k − x (m − kgq h −1 ) k − x ((1 + ρ )kgq h −1 − ρ m)
. (11)
mx
During the routing, suppose that a unit arrives at node A and its parent unit
resides at node P. Let W ' be the h'th vector from neighbor B of A (h'=h if h<ξ,
otherwise h'=ξ). Then according to Step (ii) in the collaborative search algorithm,
a sub unit would be dispatched to a correct neighbor N, i.e., it would be an
effective routing, if and only if
∀N ≠ B, ∀i ∈ [1, ξ ], Ω( x, W ) ≥ µΩ( x, V ') . (12)
where V' is the ith vector from neighbor N of A.
Let τ denote the probability of the node degree is d and suppose node degrees
uniformly distributed in the interval [a, b]. Then, the routing error rate Ψ (h) at an
intermediate node h hops away from the target resource are given by:
Ρ( x) = Ckx

b

( a + b )/2

d =a

i =1

Ψ (h) = τ ∑ (1 − (

∏

Ρ( X ≥ µYi )) d −1 )(1 − 1/ d ) . (13)

Let x be the distance between the query originator and the target resource. If the
query originator is very close to the target resource, i.e., x ≤ α , we can
approximately consider each routing is effective. If the distance satisfies
α < x ≤ β , then the hints are competitive with the noise. If the query originator is
very far away from the target resource ( x > β ), then at the beginning of the search
we will utilize the accelerating algorithm with the simplification that all the
moving units (top 100%) dispatches sub units to their neighbors in each
acceleration period ( λ ). Let λ be the number of consecutive hops between two
acceleration in the AccelerateSearch algorithm.
Suppose that there are φ ( x) nodes that are h hops away from the target
resource. Suppose that the maximum distance between the target resource and any
node is χ and there are n nodes in the network. The number of nodes that are χ
hops away from the target resource, denoted as φ ( χ ) , is given by:
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(a + b)(n − (a + b − 2) χ −1 + 2 χ −1 ) − 4n
. (14)
a+b−4
The average search latency (D) is given by:
1 α x(a + b)(a + b − 2)x−1
D = (∑
+
n x=1
2x

φ (χ ) ≈

β

(a+b)/2
(a + b)(a + b − 2)x−1 x b
τ
(1
−
(
Ρ( X ≥ αYi ))d−1)(1−1/ d) +
∑
∑
∏
2x
i=α +1 d =a
+1
i=1

∑
α

x=

χ

(15)

(a+b)/2
a +b−2 β b
(a + b)(a + b − 2)x−1
λ
β
τ
x
−
+
+
−
Ρ( X ≥ αYi ))d −1)(1−1/ d)))
(
(
1)
(1
(
∑
∑
∏
2x
2 i=α+1 d =a
+1
i=1

∑β

x=

6. EVALUATION

This section evaluates different aspects of the DABF-based CPS algorithm, and
compares CPS with other P2P search schemes including Gnutella (flooding) and
SQR [6].
• Section 6.1 introduces basic settings in our experiments;
• Section 6.2 evaluates the search latency of different schemes and shows that
the performance of CPS is close to flooding;
• Section 6.3 evaluates the message cost during search of different schemes
and shows that CPS achieves a relatively low cost;
• Section 6.4 evaluates CPS with different parameter combinations;
• Section 6.5 evaluates the performance of CPS under churn and shows that
CPS is robust even if there are a large number of nodes fail; and
• Section 6.6 evaluates the impact of replications on the performance of CPS.
All the evaluations are conducted on a workstation with an Intel Core 2 Duo
3GHz CPU and 3GB memory. And the experiment for each property is repeated
at least 1,000 times.
6.1. Methodology

For all search schemes, the network size (n) is varied from 2,500 to 80,000. The
node degree is uniformly distributed with the mean value (c) of 4. There are
10,000 different resources in the network and on average each node has 2
resources (g). The distributions of resources and searches are both uniform. The
number of hash functions (k) is 64.
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For CPS we ran experiments with the following settings. The width of DABF
vectors (m) is set to 64K and 64K×5 bits, respectively. The second DABF width is
to be compared with SQR (see the following paragraph). The random variable
log p is uniformly distributed with the mean value of log 0.3 , where p denotes
the proportion of node bandwidth limitation (see Definition 1). The fault-tolerant
factor (α ) is 0.5. The number of units at the beginning is 3. The number of hops
between two search acceleration ( λ ) is 3, and in an acceleration each of the top
50% units dispatches γ = 3 sub units to the neighbors. The column number (c) of
the DABF sets is 5. And the two thresholds for collaborative search and
accelerating search (Th1 and Th2) are set to 1/4 and 1/16, respectively.
In SQR [6] a node maintains a BF vector for each of its neighbors. It decays
received BF vectors by a predefined and unified decay factor ( f ) and propagates
to others, i.e., the proportion of propagated hints is f. During the search, query
messages are routed to neighbors having the maximum amount of hints. SQR is
efficient when the network size is small. However, since its decayed hints can
propagate only in a small neighborhood, SQR has a poor performance in largescale networks. For example, in our simulations when the network size is 2,500,
the search latency of SQR is about 130 hops, more than an order of magnitude
higher than others. So, we equip SQR with an enhancement similar to the
accelerating search algorithm. That is, we check the similarity between the target
and the hints every 3 hops, and if it is less than a threshold (Th2) we would
forward the query to all direct neighbors. We refer to the SQR scheme with the
acceleration mechanism as SQR-A. For SQR-A, the width of BF vectors (m) is set
to 64K×5 bits to be competitive with CPS’s 5-column BF set 64K-bit width. Since
SQR cannot distinguish nodes with different bandwidth limitations, we simply set
the decay factor to the same value of p0, i.e., f = 0.3.
For Gnutella we use no hint information and simply flood query messages
during the search.
The parameter settings are summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1. PARAMETERS OF EXPERIMENTS

6.2. Search Latency

We evaluate the average search latency (measured in terms of overlay hops) of
CPS, as a function of the number of nodes. In each experiment we randomly
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choose a query originator and a target resource, and the query messages are routed
using the proposed CPS search algorithm.
The results are plotted in Fig. 4. We compare CPS and CPS (64K*5) with other
P2P search schemes including SQR-A and Gnutella (Gnu). The analytical results
of CPS (CPS-T) are also included in this figure for comparison. Our conclusion
for this figure is three-fold.
Figure 4. Search latency of CPS, SQR and Gnutella.
First, the search latency of CPS is close to that of Gnutella. Note that Gnutella
uses simple flooding mechanisms without any message control, meaning that the
latency of Gnutella is the lower bound for all schemes. So, we conclude that CPS
almost achieves the lowest search latency.
Second, the latency of CPS is obviously lower than that of SQR-A. For
example, when the number of nodes is 2,500, CPS has about 43% reduction in
latency over SQR-A and CPS (64K*5) has more reduction. This is mainly
because in contrast to SQR-A the BF set in CPS contains information about the
distance to the target, and the aggregation of incomplete hints in collaborative
search is stronger than separate hints scattered in the network.
Third, our analytical results are close to the experimental search latency. For
example, when the number of nodes is 2,500, the difference is less than 31% of
the analytical latency. The main reason for this difference is that we use a
relatively imprecise topology model in our analysis, while other simplifications
discussed in Section 5 also take subordinate effects.
6.3. Message cost

We evaluate the average message cost (including the cost caused by the
collaborations between units) of CPS, measured in terms of the number of
messages propagated during the search, as a function of the number of nodes.
Similar to the above experiment, we randomly choose a query originator and a
target resource to conduct a query. We also evaluate the message cost of Gnutella
and SQR-A for comparison.
Figure 5. Message cost of CPS, SQR and Gnutella.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. From this figure we can see that the message
cost of CPS is much lower than that of SQR-A. This is because (i) CPS
propagates the hints to more nodes than SQR-A; and (ii) the collaborative search
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algorithm controls the search in a more intelligent manner, which consequently
saves much unnecessary message cost. On the other hand, we cannot see the
message cost of Gnutella in Fig. 5. This is because it is too high to display in this
figure (more than 4,000 messages when n=2,500, and more than 110,000
messages when n=80,000).
6.4. Impact of different parameters

This subsection evaluates the average search latency and message cost with
different parameter settings, including the proportion of node bandwidth
limitation (p) and the search acceleration period ( λ ), for a fixed network size of
2,500 nodes. Other parameters are the same as introduced in Section 6.
Figure 6. Impact of different parameter settings on the latency and cost of CPS.
The results are plotted in Fig. 6. We use CPS(p, λ ) to denote CPS with
proportion p and period λ . From this figure we can see that (i) as p increases, both
the search latency and the message cost decreases; and (ii) as λ increases, the
search latency increases modestly while the message cost decreases. Based on the
above observation, we can achieve an appropriate tradeoff between the search
latency and message cost by choosing different combinations of p and λ .
6.5. Robustness

In large-scale networks, nodes might join/leave the network frequently, inducing
an unstable state called churn [10]. A query might be improperly responded due to
the failure of intermediate nodes. This subsection evaluates the robustness of CPS
under churn.
In our experiment, we simulate network churn by choosing faulty nodes
randomly and uniformly from the network of 2,500 nodes and assuming the hint
propagation still has not be finished, i.e., the units might obtain wrong hints. The
percentage of faulty nodes is varied from 0 to 20%, and in order to highlight the
robustness of CPS we assure that the network is always connected. Obviously,
without any limitation all queries can be answered with some certain cost. So, we
consider a query to be failed when the cost exceeds 1,000 messages.
Fig. 7 plots the percentage of failed queries of CPS. This is computed by
simulating 10,000 queries targeted to the existing resources that are randomly
chosen from the resource pool.
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Figure 7. Robustness of CPS.
From this figure we can see that most (more than 98%) queries can successfully
reach the target resources. This is mainly because the fault-tolerant factor (α )
assures to dispatch sub units to other neighbors besides the correct but faulty ones.
Therefore, we conclude that our CPS scheme is robust even if there are a large
number of nodes fail.
6.6. Impact of replication

Replication of the same resource at different nodes improves the efficiency of
search [6]. In our experiment we use the Zipf distribution for replication which is
frequently used to model the replication on the Internet. In the Zipf distribution,
the ith most replicated resource has 1/i times as many replicas as the most
replicated resource. We use a replication rate of 10% for the most replicated
resource. The network size is fixed to 2,500 nodes and other parameters are the
same as introduced in Section 6.
Figure 8. Impact of replication on the latency and cost of CPS.
The results are shown in Fig. 8, where we use CPS-R to represent CPS with the
Zipf replication. From this figure we can see that (i) the average latency
(measured in terms of the number of hops) of CPS-R is about 87.2% of the
standard CPS; and (ii) the average cost (measured in terms of the number of
messages) of CPS-R is only about 80.5% of the standard CPS. This experiment
proves that CPS benefits a lot from the resource replication mechanism.
7. RELATED WORK

Unstructured P2P networks have a loosely coupled topology structure that is easy
to maintain. So, different from structured P2P networks, the hot-spot for
unstructured P2P networks is how to realize efficient search without topology
knowledge [35].
Gnutella [2] uses constrained flooding to realize search. Its variation, mainly
including iterative deepening [11], in turn starts multiple scoped breadth-first
searches (BFS) until all queries are satisfied. Gnutella and its variations have
simple maintenance and good fault-tolerance characteristics. They also support
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flexible search conditions [12]. However, they consume much bandwidth, which
greatly limits their scalability.
To address this problem, Random Walk (RW) [3] is proposed with the idea of
forwarding queries to a randomly chosen neighbor. Its variations mainly include
BRW [1], ARW [4], k-RW [5], and RBFS [13]. Biased Random Walk (BRW) [1]
chooses the most powerful neighbor for query forwarding and caching pointers to
content located one hop away. Accelerated Random Walk (ARW) [4] adds walker
self-replication feature to Random Walk, and replicates the query messages k
copies every m hops. k-way Random Walk (k-RW) [5] randomly chooses k
neighbors to forward queries. RBFS [13] uses a breadth-first search manner to
randomly forward queries to neighbors.
All the above schemes can be classified into the “blind” search category, which
is blind to the hints information during the search. These schemes produce large
amounts of redundant messages and consume much bandwidth.
This problem has motivated a lot of studies about the “informed” search
schemes, which use hint information to guide queries. Most informed schemes
propagate hints based on bloom filters (BF) [9], which provide an efficient
approach to set membership lookups in unstructured P2P networks.
PlanetP [7] utilizes BF vectors to represent the keywords of the shared files and
propagates the vectors using gossiping. Attenuated search [8] uses a collection of
d BF vectors with the ith vector being associated with content published by nodes
i hops away. These proposals can propagate resource information only one or two
hops away due to the challenge of maintenance cost and false positive possibility.
Dynamic bloom filter (DBF) [15] replaces traditional BF vectors with a group
of vectors and nodes can adjust the number of used BF vectors according to their
actual needs, which efficiently lowers the false positive possibility. Ref. [23]
proposes a similar approach to using BF vectors to propagate information.
Obviously, these proposals are orthogonal to our DABF, and in our future work
we will add the dynamic features to CPS to achieve higher scalability.
SQR [6] uses exponentially decaying bloom filter (EDBF) to realize hint
information propagation. Analysis and simulations show that SQR is effective in
small-scale networks. However, according to ref. [6], the informed neighborhood
in SQR is very small. Therefore SQR takes almost no effect in large-scale (e.g.,
10,000) networks. Moreover, in realistic P2P networks different nodes usually
have different bandwidth limitation. For SQR, it is straightforward that lowbandwidth neighbors should have higher decay factors to reduce the message cost
of hint updates. However, the predefined, unified decay factor of EDBF cannot
adapt to the heterogeneity of realistic P2P networks.
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To address this problem, PST [24] proposes to support custom discarding rates
for each neighbor. But its randomized discarding method is likely to discard all
information at the first few hops in the propagation process, making it have a poor
searching performance in large networks with more than tens of thousands of
nodes. SQR and PST can be viewed as the preliminary form of DABF. The key
differences between them include: (i) DABF uses deterministic masks (instead of
random discarding) for information propagation; and (ii) DABF designs
intelligent units, which support a series of active behaviors such as suspend,
resume, terminate, move, reside, dispatch, notify and order.
The bloom filter technique has also been widely used in many other fields. For
example, Approximate Concurrent State Machines (ACSM) [16] enables the BF
technique to support network state lookups by improving the following aspects: (i)
the false positive problem, (ii) associating value to BF, (iii) being easy to delete;
and 4) adding notion of time. Ref. [17] discusses the false negative problem of
counting bloom filters. Refs. [18] and [19] respectively discusses how to utilize bloom
filters to realize hint-based WSN routing and data-centric routing. Space precludes
further discussion.
In order to get better tradeoff between the search latency and message cost,
BubbleStorm [14] proposes a simple probabilistic search mechanism without
using BF. It is built on random multigraphs and has a flexible and reliable strategy
for performing exhaustive search by exploiting the heterogeneous bandwidth of
nodes. The provided search guarantees are tunable, with success probability
adjustable well into the realm of reliable systems. Clearly, the topology of
BubbleStorm can be viewed as a half-structured network.
An important topic for P2P search is the complex search in P2P networks, which
pays more attention on the organization of distributed data indices. For example,
Astrolabe [20] develops a P2P information management system that supports aggregate
query on large-scale system state, permitting rapid updates and providing on-the-fly
attribute aggregation. Astrolabe uses a restricted form of mobile code based on the SQL
query language for aggregation, and gives rise to a novel consistency model. Ref. [21]
proposes a skyline-based P2P search scheme for efficient top-k query processing. And
ref. [22] discusses how to accelerate complex P2P search using peer caching.
Ref. [25] considers information aggregation as a method for reducing the
information exchanged in a grid network and used by the resource manager in
order to make scheduling decisions. Information is summarized across nodes and
sensitive or detailed information can be kept private, while resources are still
publicly available for use. The authors also present a general framework for
information aggregation trying to identify issues that relate to aggregation, and
describe a number of techniques including single point and intra-domain
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aggregation, which define appropriate grid-specific domination relations and
operators for aggregating static and dynamic resource information.
Ref. [26] presents a decentralized market-based approach to resource discovery
in a heterogeneous overlay network. This strategy dynamically assigns resources
in an overlay network to requests for service based on current system utilization,
thus enabling the system to accommodate fluctuating demand for its resources.
The authors treat the allocation of system resources as a constrained optimization
problem and propose a mathematical model and derive a simple but efficient
decentralized algorithm.
Ref. [27] proposes Cobweb clustering based network-aware summarisation
algorithms for the resource discovery in P2P-content networks. The authors use
precision–recall based metrics to compare the accuracy for specific types of
queries generated over the summarised content, and identify how summarisation
can improve the discovery process while also improving the accuracy of the
discovered resource(s).
In order to reduce the number of message passes needed to achieve the efficient
resource management, Ref. [28] proposed an interconnection structure called the
Distributed Spanning Tree (DST). The application of DST converts the peer
network into logical layered structures and thereby provides a hierarchical
mechanism for resource management.
Ref. [29] presents a strategy and a system, called ERGOT, that combine DHTs
and SONs to enable semantic-based service discovery in distributed
infrastructures such as Grids and Clouds. ERGOT uses semantic annotations that
enrich service specifications in two ways: (i) services are advertised in the DHT
on the basis of their annotations, thus allowing us to establish a SON between
service providers; (ii) annotations enable semantic-based service matchmaking,
using a similarity measure between service requests and descriptions.
Ref. [30] presents a proactive data replication mechanism for P2P based Videoon-Demand platform, where a peer can proactively replicate data chunks to stable
cache servers for future sharing, when it has high possibility to leave the overlay.
The authors propose two key heuristic algorithms for departure prediction and
replicating chunks selection, and design the cache servers management
mechanism.
In order to maximize the QoS, Ref [31] proposes a capacity and load-aware
service selection (CLSS) and peer cache-based service discovery (PCSD)
algorithms to maximize profit with minimum resource consumption in P2P
overlays. The authors use a heuristic method and the problem of service discovery
and service selection is formulated as a linear programming (LP) problem together
with the constraints and proposed algorithms.
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Ref. [32] proposes a weighted tree based algorithm for resource discovery, using
a bitmap where the number of bit positions is proportional to the number of
attributes for each resource. In every node of the tree there will be a footprint of
existence resources in children and the descendant of that node, and when the
user’s request reaches each node, if the requested resources are available in its
children or the descendant, it can directly and without referring to extra nodes and
unnecessary traffic reach the node which owns the required resource.
Ref. [33] proposes a distributed and hierarchical mechanism for improving the
speed of resource discovery, where a root layer is added as coverage for the
service index of under layers and nodes in the same level (which have the same
parent) send queries to each together directly.
Ref. [34] proposes a scalable DHT- and ontology-based Information Service
(DIS), which organizes resources into a DHT ring. Only stable virtual
organizations can join DIS via a new DHT node, whereas volatile organizations
join DIS via being the sub-domain of other organizations. Ontology-based
information integration is adopted in DIS, which supports semantic-based
information queries. By integrating DHT- and semantic-based query techniques,
DIS speeds up the information query and improves the query precision and
integrity.
8. CONCLUSION

Bloom filter-based P2P search schemes in large-scale networks suffer from a high
possibility of false positives. To address this problem, in this paper we present the
DABF structure and design a DABF-based collaborative P2P search algorithm.
Currently our proposals do not take into account for the adaptation to different
churn rates of P2P systems, which is an important issue that merits further
exploration. Furthermore, the methods of deciding the link bandwidth for DABF
is still open and reserved to our further work. On the other hand, this paper
focuses on exact-match P2P search, while currently more complicated search, e.g.,
range, top-k and skyline queries, is becoming increasingly popular. Therefore, it
would be interesting to enable DABF to support such complicated search
schemes.
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Figure 1. Example of the bloom filter calculation

(a) BF(X) = 0100100100

(b) BF(Y) = 0010100001

(c) BF(S) = BF(X) | BF(Y) = 0110100101

Figure 2. DABF-based hint dissemination and aggregation

Figure 3. EDBF hint dissemination
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Figure 4. Search latency of CPS, SQR and Gnutella
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Figure 5. Message cost of CPS, SQR and Gnutella
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Figure 6. Impact of different parameter settings



Figure 7. Robustness of CPS
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Figure 8. Impact of replication on the latency and cost of CPS

Table 1. PARAMETERS OF EXPERIMENTS
1

Parameter

Value
Common
No. of Nodes
2,500 ~ 80,000
Average node degree
4
Available resources
10,000
No. of resources per node
2
No. of hash functions
64
CPS
Width of Bloom Filter
64K bits, 64K  5 bits
Mean value of log (p)
log 0.3
Fault-tolerant factor
0.5
No. of initial search units
3
Search acceleration period
3
No. of sub-SUs for acceleration
3
Thresholds
Th1 = 1/4, Th2 = 1/16
Column number in BF table
5
SQR-A
Width of Bloom Filter
64K  5 bits
Factor
0.3

Table 1. Parameters of Experiments
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Highlights
•
•
•

Decaying BF with different deterministic masks for faraway information
propagation.
Intelligent message behaviors like suspend, resume, terminate, move, order,
reside.
Achieve a remarkable reduction in search latency and cost over previous
approaches.

